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Introducing IEEE Young Professionals

- Caters to the professional development of recent graduates and early career professionals

- Expose members and prospective members to new and unique career opportunities
  - Workshops
  - Seminars
  - Networking Events
Timeline

- Appointed as YP Rep in 2017
- First YP Meeting in Costa Rica
- Informal Meeting at IEEE Boards
Objectives

- Help the IEEE Young Professional Organization
- Increase AESS Awareness Among Young Professionals
- Nurture YP Relations with the Industry
- And..
Establish Young Professional events at all AES conferences
YP Event Flow

Select AES Conference → Set Schedules Advertise → Request YP Funding

Summer School → Young Professional Event → Conference

AESS Mentoring Meet-up

Desired
First Event at RadarConf

- 60 Attendees
- AESS Mentoring
- $2,000
- Free Food/ Drinks
Next Conferences

- RadarConf 2018
  - April 22 after Summer School
  - At the Hotel Venue

- Aerospace 2018
  - March 5 Apres Session
  - Fireside Cheer and Chat

- Expected Budget $4,000
  - Hopefully Funded by YP in 2018
Social Event in AeroConf

- Gluhwein
- Irish Coffee
- Hot Buttered Rum
Young Professionals in Space

- Procured funding from AESS and SC
- Invited Speaker. Topics Include:
  - “Introduction to AES and the Mentoring Program”
  - “Introduction to SC”
  - “INSP” (Camps/Ruggieri)

- Email blast?
Any Support?

RISING STARS MISSION

The IEEE Rising Stars serves as a launch pad for top performing students and professionals. Attendees at the event will gain insight on how best to further their careers by networking and learning from industry professionals and executives from leading international companies. Rising Stars attendees will leave the event better prepared to face the challenges presented to them and armed with the appropriate contacts needed to gain the insight to be successful.
Banner on education/mentoring/publications/join AESS is redundant and may be confusing
Purchased tutorials are not retained in my personal account.